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We present a method for the production of liquid hyperpolarized 129Xe that employs spin-exchange
optical pumping in the gas phase and subsequent phase exchange with a column of xenon liquid. A
convection loop inside the sealed glass cell allows efficient transfer of magnetization between the
gas and liquid phases. By condensing to liquid a large fraction of the sample, this scheme permits
the polarization of many more 129Xe atoms in a given sealed-cell volume than would otherwise be
possible. We have thus far produced a steady-state polarization of 8% in 0.1 mL of liquid with a
characteristic rise time of ❁15 min. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
❬DOI: 10.1063/1.1793350❪
Nuclear spin polarizations on the order of 0.1 can be
generated in 129Xe gas by spin-exchange optical pumping
✭SEOP✮.1 The enormous sensitivity enhancement for nuclear
magnetic resonance ✭NMR✮ realized with these hyperpolar-
ized gases has led to many and varied applications,2–4 and to
an intense interest in optimizing production methods.5–7
NMR and magnetic resonance imaging ✭MRI✮ have recently
been used to study convection near the Xe gas-liquid
interface.8,9 In those experiments, hyperpolarized 129Xe was
produced entirely in the gas phase and then condensed to
liquid. By contrast, we show here that spin exchange and
phase exchange in an appropriately designed gas-convection
cell can generate steady-state liquid 129Xe polarizations of
5–10% in ❁15 min. If all xenon in these cells were in the gas
phase, the high xenon density would preclude efficient SEOP
due to the strong Rb-Xe spin-rotation interaction10 that rap-
idly relaxes the Rb electron spin.
The key innovation in this work is the xenon convection
cell shown in Fig. 1. The permanently sealed cells are made
of Corning 7740 ✭Pyrex✮ glass and are coated with SurfaSil11
to inhibit 129Xe wall relaxation.12,13 The xenon gas is en-
riched to 86% 129Xe.14 Specific contents for each cell are
given in Table I. Laser light enters the 8 cm3 spherical cham-
ber horizontally from the right. A U-shaped 6-mm-i.d. tube
extends from the sphere towards the rear of the cell, and a
small reservoir s0.2 cm3❞ for the liquid is located at the bot-
tom rear of the cell. One NMR coil is wound around the
reservoir to monitor the liquid polarization; an additional coil
is positioned around the upper arm to detect the gas-phase
signal. The two-chambered oven/refrigerator ✭not shown✮ is
constructed from high-density polyethylene with a glass win-
dow in front to pass the laser light. Air forced through a
filament heater is used to heat the front chamber to between
360–380 K. Gas boiled off from a liquid-nitrogen dewar is
used to cool the rear chamber to 160–165 K. Separate tem-
perature sensors allow for feedback and temperature control
in both chambers. The apparatus was placed in a horizontal-
bore superconducting solenoid with a field of 0.94 T. NMR
studies were conducted with an Apollo NMR spectrometer15
running at the 129Xe Larmor frequency of 11.1 MHz. SEOP
was performed with circularly polarized 795 nm light from a
frequency-narrowed16 15 W diode-laser array directed along
the magnet bore.
With the laser blocked, an unpolarized cell was loaded
and allowed to come to phase equilibrium with the front of
the oven/refrigerator held at 373 K and the back held at
163 K. The Xe vapor pressure inside the cell is about
900 mbar at 163 K. The remaining Xe atoms in the cell con-
densed as liquid in the reservoir.17 NMR signal intensities
were recorded by measuring both the initial height of the
free-induction decay and the area under the Fourier-
transformed spectrum. After recording the thermal-
equilibrium liquid signal, the laser was unblocked for
30–60 min, allowing the gas and liquid signals to reach their
steady-state values. The liquid polarization was then assessed
by comparing the hyperpolarized and thermal-equilibrium
signal intensities.18 In one case with the 6520 mbar cell, we
used the NMR coil surrounding the liquid reservoir to esti-
mate the gas polarization by inverting the entire apparatus,
allowing gas to fill the reservoir volume. The gas polariza-
tion was then estimated based on a comparison of the gas-
phase signal with the thermal-equilibrium liquid signal and a
knowledge of relative liquid and gas densities. Finally, with-
out changing the temperature at either the front or back of
the cell, the laser was blocked and the polarization decay
versus the time of the gas and liquid phases ✭starting from
the saturation values✮ was recorded.
FIG. 1. Diagram of a xenon convection cell. The cell is permanently sealed
at the pull-off tip and consists of one contiguous volume. Spin-exchange
optical pumping of 129Xe takes place in the front spherical chamber  where
T=360–380 K✁, and convection transports the polarized gas to the liquid
reservoir at the back of the cell  where T=160–165 K✁. Arrows indicate the
direction of convective flow. The dashed line indicates the boundary be-
tween the hot and cold chambers in the oven/refrigerator.
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We examined three different cells having xenon partial
pressures between 3000 and 6500 mbar; the data are summa-
rized in Table I. A maximum liquid polarization of 8% was
achieved for the 3540 mbar cell. Example decay curves for
the 6520 mbar cell are shown in Fig. 2. For the liquid signal
it is apparent that a slower initial decay rate turned over at
about t=10 min to a faster long-time rate.
We used MRI to provide a more quantitative estimate of
the flow rate of gas around the convection loop and to assess
the homogeneity of the liquid polarization during SEOP. Us-
ing the NMR coil on the top arm of the 3540 mbar cell, the
magnetization in a 3-mm wide slice transverse to the flow
direction was destroyed with a slice-selective rf pulse. The
velocity of the gas was assessed by imaging the dark stripe at
two known time points. The complex flow in the tube blurred
the stripe rapidly, causing a large uncertainty in the velocity
estimate, but we measured 18±6 cm/s. The convective flow
is counterclockwise with respect to the orientation shown in
Fig. 1, as expected ✭gas falls on the cold side✮. We also
acquired images of the liquid reservoir in the 6520 mbar cell
at several time points after the laser was unblocked. We ob-
served uniform signal intensity in the vertical direction and
roughly parabolic intensity projections transverse to the cyl-
inder axis, indicating uniform polarization. We attribute the
uniformity to convection within the liquid, enhanced by brief
intermittent boiling due to the temperature-control cycles.
We denote the numbers of Xe atoms in the gas and liquid
phases by Ng and N✱. The ratio N✱ /Ng=sg /s✱, where the
right-hand side is the ratio of per-gas-atom to per-liquid-
atom phase-exchange rates. The differential equations gov-
erning the evolution of the gas and liquid polarizations, PXeg
and PXe
✱
, coupled by phase exchange, may then be written
dPXeg
dt























where PRb is the volume-averaged Rb polarization ✭assumed
to be of order unity and time-independent✮, ●g is the volume-








is the liquid-phase autorelaxation rate.
Our assumptions of uniform gas and liquid polarizations in
the cell are reasonable in light of the large gas velocity and
the uniformity of the liquid signal discussed above.
✭
We
note, however, that the cell may have critical “dead” areas of





















Thus, the usual limitation on the final polarization PXe
g 5 has
an additional limiting term in the denominator that increases
for larger values of N
✱
/Ng, i.e., when the liquid-atom “load”





, indicating that s
✱
















= G1e−s1t + G2e−s2t + ❢ ,  5❞
PXe
✱
= ❜1G1e−s1t + ❜2G2e−s2t + ❝ ,  6❞
where the amplitude ratio G2 /G1 and liquid-amplitude coef-
ficients
❜1 and ❜2 are all determined by the various rates in
the problem. The constants ❢ and
❝
depend on the initial
conditions of the experiment; they will both be zero for the
case of the spin-down experiment ✭corresponding to PRb=0✮.
The theory thus predicts a biexponential behavior for the
signal versus time for both the gas and liquid phases. The





2✂ Rg + R✱❞ ± ❰ Rg − R✱❞
2 + 4sgs✱✄ ,  7❞
where the total gas relaxation rate is Rg=❣se+●g+sg and the











can be shown that
❜1G1✁0, while the other three amplitudes
G1, G2, and ❜2G2 are all positive.





✮ involved here, the resulting liquid decay will start
out slowly due to the negative coefficient
❜1G1, and then at
roughly t=1/s1, the rate will increase asymptotically toward
s2. Near t=0, phase exchange with the larger gas polarization
causes the initial apparent slower decay of the liquid polar-
ization. The gas-polarization decay has the same rate con-
stants and two positive amplitudes, so it should start out with
a faster relaxation rate and change over at around t=1/s1 to
the long-time rate s2. These qualitative behaviors were ob-




. We have made theoretical
estimates of s1 and s2 for the 6520 mbar cell using the fol-


















and sg=6.3s✱. The last two estimates are based on having
initial gas and liquid polarizations of 6% and 5%, respec-
TABLE I. Cells used in phase-exchange experiments. Shown for each cell
are partial pressures of Xe, He, and N2 ☎in mbar✆, maximum liquid P✝ and
gas Pg polarizations, and the ratio N
✝
/Ng of liquid to gas atoms.
Cell Name Volume ✞cm3✟ pXe pHe pN2 N✝ /Ng Pmax.✝ ✞%✟ Pmax.g ✞%✟
45B 9.6 3750 670 67 3.2 6.3✞0.7✟ . . .
43B 9.4 3540 823 152 3.0 8.0✞0.8✟ . . .
43C 10.1 6520 0 69 6.3 5.0✞0.5✟ 6.3✞0.8✟
FIG. 2. Polarization-decay transients for liquid ☎squares✆ and gas ☎circles✆ in





; for times t✠10 min, the decay time is much
longer than the later decay time of about 23 min.
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tively, and on N
✱
/Ng=6.3 for the 6520 mbar cell ✭see Table
I✮. We calculate s1=1.9 min−1 and s2=0.059 min−1.
The calculated value for s2 is in reasonable agreement
with the data in Fig. 2, while s1 estimated from the data is
roughly an order of magnitude smaller than predicted. Un-
certainty in the phase-exchange rates due to large relative
uncertainties in the measured polarizations and our limited
knowledge of the true flow dynamics may account at least in
part for the discrepancy.
We envision at least two possible uses for liquid xenon
polarized by SEOP and phase exchange. First, rapid volatil-
ization of the liquid could provide a substantial quantity of
highly polarized 129Xe gas for various applications. It is not
yet clear the degree to which our scheme could compete with
“flow-through” xenon accumulator systems5,6 in producing
large amounts of polarized 129Xe. Our scheme has the advan-
tage of avoiding the solid phase, whereby polarization losses
in the freeze-thaw cycles are common.19 However, our pro-
duction rate is ultimately limited by the 20 min relaxation
time of liquid 129Xe. Second, as a solvent, the liquid column
would be a platform for polarization-transfer
experiments,20–22 particularly since the 129Xe polarization
could be maintained at a steady-state value. Our cell design
and implementation were an outgrowth of a previous experi-
ment and are thus not well optimized. The gas polarization
could be improved with a more powerful laser and by opti-
mizing SEOP temperature, the optics train, and laser align-
ment. A faster phase-exchange rate could be achieved by
eliminating dead volumes in the convection loop and maxi-
mizing the surface area of the liquid. In the limit of very fast
phase-exchange rates, the biexponential behavior observed
here should disappear.
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